Machine Embroidery

Range Brochure

PR Series
When it comes to powerful, sophisticated
embroidery machines, Brother set the
standard with their PR-Series single
needle, 6-needle and 10-needle
embroidery machines.
The Persona PRS100, the Entrepreneur
PR655C and new Entrepreneur Pro
PR1050X are the result of more than
100 years of Brother innovation and
combines the best features of our
best-in-class machines.
As we introduce new industry first
technology in our sewing machines, our
PR series machines evolve to deliver
you further advances in professional
customisation.

Exclusive automatic needle threading
Simply press the automatic needle
threading button and the upper thread will
pass through the needle. It couldn’t be
easier!

Multiple needles
(on 6 and 10 needle models only)

Embroider multi-coloured designs quickly
and easily. Automatic colour change
allows you to pre-programme the colour
sequence for the design. Upper and lower
thread trimmers eliminate time-consuming
trimming after the embroidery is complete.

ASV LCD touch screen control
The wide angle HD touch screen displays
bright, crystal clear images. Adjustable
brightness and super fast processing
means design edits and previews are
shown immediately; all saving you time.

PRS100
The Persona PRS100 is a completely new
concept in embroidery. The first single
needle embroidery machine with the
capability of free motion quilting. For the
first time, hobbyists and enthusiasts can
buy a machine that combines commercial
features and functionality, with easy-touse technology and advanced levels of
customisation.
The PRS100 delivers up to 1000 stitches
per minute with zero compromise on
quality. The 200 x 200 mm (8” x 8”)
embroidery area allows you to take on
large and complex designs with
confidence.

PRS100 Top Features
Droplight Embroidery
Positioning Marker

Helps you to achieve perfect needle placement, showing
exactly where the needle will drop.

Colour sort editing function

Easily cut down on thread changes by sorting stitch order by colour.

Compact

30% smaller than other home embroidery machines.

Easy to use 7” Colour
LCD display

260,000 colour LCD touch screen allows you to mirror, rotate,
resize and add multiple lines of text quickly and easily.

Large number of
included frames

6 included frames: 200x200mm, 100x100mm and 70x41mm,
50x50mm, 44x38 mm, 33x75mm.

Optional Free Motion
Quilting Kit

Convert your embroidery machine into a quilting machine
with the ability to add free-motion stippling designs to quilts
or create your own free-motion thread drawing designs.

Optional Cap Frame Kit

Embroider your caps effortlessly in the generous
130mm x 60mm area.

PR655C
The Entrepreneur PR655C advanced
6-needle embroidery machine combines
easy-to-use features with innovative
technology to deliver an affordable yet
feature-packed multi-needle machine for
profit minded professionals and budding
entrepreneurs.
With the same Brother - exclusive features
found in earlier Entrepreneur models
including a generous 300 x 200mm
embroidery area, extensive library of
designs and fonts, adjustable embroidery
speed plus many other exciting new
features that will help make creativity and
productivity more seamless than ever
before!

PR655C Top Features
Droplight Embroidery
Positioning Marker

The LED pointer shows the needle drop position with
pinpoint accuracy — critical for embroidery.

Built in library of designs and
fonts

25 built-in embroidery designs and 28 size-adjustable
embroidery lettering fonts.

6 Needles

Embroider multi-coloured designs quickly and easily.
Automatic colour change allows you to pre-programme the
colour sequence for the design.

Enhanced Frame Options

Use with Border, Shoe Clamp, Quilt and Round frames.

Powerful on-screen design
and editing capabilities

Rotate, mirror image, move, copy, enlarge/reduce, letter
spacing, thread density and group/ungroup edit functions.

Large number of included
frames

5 included frames: 300x200mm, 180x130mm, 100x100mm,
60x40mm and cap frame.

Entrepreneur Pro PR1050X
Take a closer look at the revolutionary
Entrepreneur Pro PR1050X, a highly
powerful and efficient 10-needle
embroidery machine, but with the
ease-of-use and reliability that only
Brother can provide. The PR1050X
raises the bar within the industry for
embroidery enthusiasts and home-based
entrepreneurs.
The PR1050X comes equipped with some
of the most powerful design and editing
capabilities ever built into a multi-needle
embroidery machine.

PR1050X Top Features
10 Needles

Impressive 10 colour, 50,000 stitch count designs can
be completed 12% faster than 6 needle machines.

Industry-first My Design Center

Enjoy a host of new design capabilities- all without a PC.

Industry-first ScanImation

Scanning frame to scan line art or handwriting and
convert into embroidery data.

*Available separately – not included in VM-100

Advanced threading system

Eyelet threading system allows for consistent tension
while the auto threader threads your needle in seconds.

InnovEye 2 Technology with highspeed background scanning

A built in camera above the needle with 5x faster
scanning than prior models. Now available for use with
optional Cap and Cylinder Frames.

Powerful on-screen design editing

Use Virtual Design Preview to superimpose your design
on your project without scanning and enjoy the flexibility of
editing as you go.

PR Comparison
Feature

Benefit

PRS100

PR-655C

PR-1050X

Number of needles

Embroider multi-coloured designs quickly
and easily.

1

6

10

Up to 1,000 stitches
per-minute

Create designs quickly, thanks to fast
embroidery speeds.







Large embroidery area

Enables you to create even bigger embroidery
designs. Adds flexibility and impact to your designs.

200 x 200

300 x 200

360 x 200

Large colour LCD
touch screen

Informative tutorial guides are all accessed simply
and quickly via the large screen.







Exclusive automatic
needle threader

Simply press the automatic needle threading button
to see the upper thread pass through the needle
quickly and securely.







Automatic thread
trimmers

Cuts upper and lower thread automatically at the
end of each colour change on embroidery.







Built-in lettering styles

Customise all your projects with a range of lettering
styles and text effects.

20

28

37

Built-in designs

Quickly and simply personalise your projects with a
choice of alphabet designs, frame patterns or a
selection of embroidery designs.

405
Designs

25
Designs

699
Designs

incl. 140 pattern
combinations

25 Designs
incl. 10 frame
designs

incl. 140
frame pattern
combinations

My Design Centre

Scan handwriting or line art on the ScanImation
Scanning Frame, and then watch as they are
transformed into unique embroidery designs.







Individual stitch
back-up

With the easy-to-use touch screen you can search
through the design by individual stitches, colour
blocks or groups of one hundred stitches.







Design rotation

Rotate any design in 1-degree increments. Makes
editing and placements of designs very easy.







Appliqué function

Create full colour appliqués, perfect for badges and
medallions.







Single colour sewing

Allows you to sew any design in a single colour
with no interruption.







Speed range

Variable speed range, flat 400 to 1,000 spm,
cap 400 to 600 spm.







Manual colour sequence

Set colour sequence by needle number.







Anchor needle speed

Set individual needle speeds to suit specialists threads.







InnovEye2 camera
technology

Advanced camera function for design positioning
and backwards/forwards function.







Droplight Embroidery
Positioning Marker

To assist with embroidery positioning.







Flexible threading system

Easy threading prevents thread tangles and knots
and provides stable thread tension.







LED thread indicator

Multicoloured LED lights help to: Show the position
of broken threads; Show the position when a
thread colour needs changing; Show the colour
thread for each needle.







Link capability

Ability to link multiple machines via a PC using
PE-DESIGN 10 software.







Optional

Optional

Included







Table

Supports large and heavy projects.

Colour sort editing function

Easily cut down on thread changes by sorting
stitch order by colour.

Accessories for PR Range
Shoe clamp frame*

Flat frame*

Ideal for the sides of a shoe
or shoe tongue, these frames
are designed with exceptional
grip strength to hold the items
in place during embroidering.

Jackets and other thicker
materials are easily
embroidered on the flat
frame which measures
300mm x 200mm.

Cylinder frame set

Frame Sets

Embroider virtually
anything that’s
cylindrical and normally
difficult to sew. Cylinder
frame 90mm wide x
80mm high.
Material should have
a minimum of 100mm
opendiameter.

1.

1. Compact frame set^
2. Clamp frame
3. Sleeve frame*

2.

3.

Wide Angle Cap frame†
The wide angle cap frame
enables you to embroider
popular cap styles quickly
and easily. Embroidery area
360mm wide x 60mm high.

Round frame kit*
The round frame kit includes 3
round frames:
• Small 100mm
• Medium 130mm
• Large 160mm

PE-DESIGN 10 and
PE-DESIGN PLUS2
Extend your creativity and
open up a world of embroidery
with enhanced software. Wide
Variety of Digitising Functions
such as Photo Stitch, Easy
User Interface, USB-sized
Security Device and
compatible with ScanNCut.
*Not compatible with PRS100 ^Included with PRS100 †Not compatible with the PR655C and PRS100

Jumbo frame 360 x
360mm†
Simply embroider the first
half of the design and turn
the hoop 180 degrees.
Thecamera sensor system
will position the frame ready
to embroider the 2nd half
of the design.

Border frame 300 x
100mm*
Embroider beautiful continuous
designs and borders. Ideal
for a wide range of projects
from fashion to furnishings.
Quilt frame 200 x 200mm also
available.

Machine Stand
A height adjustable
mobile stand is available
to securely hold your
selected PR machine.
Also provides ample
storage for accessories
and threads.

To learn more about our wide range of products contact:
E-mail: prseries@brother.com.au | Tel: 1300 880 297

www.brother.com.au

facebook.com/brotheraustralia
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